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A rigorous treatment of Bogoliubov transformations is presented along the same lines 
as in a previous paper, which dealt with a special case. As in the previous paper a for- 
mulation in terms of unitary resp. pseudo-unitary operators is used, corresponding to the 
CAR resp. the CCR. This leads to simple proofs of well-known necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the transformation to be unitarily implementable in Fock space. The normal 
form of the implementing operator 1 is studied. It is proved that on the subspace of al- 
gebraic tensors 9 equals a strongly convergent intinite series of Wick monomials that sums 
up to a simple exponential expression. A connection between the fermion and boson 
transformations studied in the previous paper is established. The analogous correspondence 
in the general case only hoIds true if the (pseudo) unitary operator equals its own inverse. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper [l] we studied the special type of Bogoliubov transformation 
that occurs in the treatment of systems of relativistic, charged particles. It is the pur- 
pose of the present paper to consider general Bogoliubov transformations in a similar 
fashion. In particular, as in [I], our main objective is to study the normal form of the 
unitary operator on Fock space that implements the transformation. 

In Section 2 we collect some results on second quantization we have occasion to use. 
The two definitions of Bogoliubov transformation that can be found in the literature 
are discussed and their relation is established. In Section 3 we present our own 
approach in terms of unitary resp. pseudo-unitary operators that commute with the 
“charge conjugation operator,” corresponding to the canonical anticommutation 
relations (CAR) resp. canonical commutation relations (CCR). This approach and 
our notation are inspired by the way Bogoliubov transformations occur in theories of 
relativistic, neutral particles in external fields [2]. At first sight it may seem somewhat 
artificial to readers who are only familiar with applications of Bogoliubov transforma- 
tions to nonrelativistic theories. However, it will be seen that it leads to an easy proof 
of a well-known necessary condition for the transformation to be unitarily implement- 
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able (Theorem 3.1) and to simple expressions for the implementing operators 
(Theorems 5.3 and 6.3). By using this formalism we also show that the transformation 
should be invertible if it is to be unitarily implementable. The approach leads to a 
formulation of the Weyl and Clifford algebras that differs slightly from the usual one 
(cf. (3.5)-(3.13)). 

In Section 4 we introduce an operator (1 which is closely related to the (pseudo) 
unitary operator U that generates the transformation. It is in terms of this operator 
(which we call the associate of U) that the implementing operator % on Fock space 
can be easily expressed. We derive several properties of the associate and the pure 
creation part of @. These are used in Section 5 to prove that the transformation is 
unitarily implementable if U satisfies the assumptions made below. We then proceed 
to obtain a simple expression for the normal form of @. That such an expression 
exists is plausible from earlier work on Bogoliubov transformations (cf. the book by 
Berezin [3]). However, in general a bounded operator on Fock space only admits a 
normal form in a quite weak distributional sense. In the present case we prove that % 
admits a normal form in the strong sense of it being equal on the subspace D of 
algebraic tensors to a strongly convergent infinite series of Wick monomials. More in 
particular, we show that the Q priori formal expression 

: exp($[&c*c* + cl++c*c + L-cc* + L+cc]) : (cf. (5.14)) 

has a rigorous mathematical meaning as an operator mapping D into the subspace of 
P-vectors for the number operator, and that this operator is equal to 92 divided by 
its vacuum expectation value. In the fermion case there is a well-known restriction 
on U, which is dropped in Section 6. Here it is proved that then @ still exists, and its 
somewhat more involved normal form is obtained. 

The last section, Section 7, contains the derivation of the main results of [l] from 
the general results obtained in this paper. Moreover, a remarkable connection between 
the boson and fermion transformations studied in [l] is pointed out. In the general 
case the natural analog of this correspondence only holds true if the operator U 
equals its own inverse in addition to other more general restrictions. 

As a result of our approach the methods and proofs to be presented below are 
rather similar to those that can be found in [l]. However, instead of referring to [I] we 
have usually preferred to give complete proofs, as they are actually more transparent 
in the general case considered here. We have also presented a short proof of the well- 
known fact that & exists if the transformed annihilation operators have a vacuum 
since the existing proofs known to us are in our opinion either rather difficult and 
indirect, or not fully satisfactory as regards the domain difficulties involved here (that 
is, in the boson case). In the same spirit we have included a proof of the irreducibility 
of the Weyl operators exp(X(f)), requiring nothing more than Stone’s theorem and 
a characterization of the domain of the Segal field operators R(f). 

The functional analysis background required for this paper can be found in the 
books by Reed and Simon [4, 51. References to earlier work on Bogoliubov trans- 
formations are given in the main text. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 

Although our results could be stated and proved in a coordinate free way, it turns 
out to be very convenient to employ a realization of Fock space as a space of sequences 
of square-integrable functions. Accordingly, we assume that the Hilbert space X+ on 
which Fock space is built is given by 

Y+ = L2(R”, dp)“, 1 SZ m, M < 03, (2.1) 

i.e., it consists of M-component square-integrable functions on R”. The coordinate- 
free analogs of the results can be obtained in the same fashion as sketched in [l]. It is 
easy to see that they also hold when X+ has finite dimension. 

The (anti-) symmetric Fock space $ over X+ (E = a, s) consists of sequences of 
square-integrable (anti-) symmetric functions {@(pl , a1 ,..., pn , LX.)};~,, , satisfying 

(6, $1 = f f j” 4, ... dpn I Ptpl, al ,..., pn , 4I” < ~0. 
n=o al,...,wn=l 

(2.2) 

The subspace of vectors I$ for which only a finite number of tin is nonzero will be 
denoted by D, . The creation and annihilation operators c*(f) and c(f), depending 
linearly resp. antilinearly on vectors fE S+ , are defined on D, by 

= (n + l)lj2 mEl j- dpL(p) @+YP, a, ~1 9 al ,..., in , 4, 

(2.3) 

i=l 

The indices will be suppressed from now on. It easily follows from (2.3) that on D, the 
CAR (CCR) hold: 

w>, &?N* = [c*(f), c*wlk = 0, 

kccf), c*w1* = (fJ& vigor-. 
(2.4) 

In (2.3) and (2.4), as in the whole paper, the upper (lower) sign refers to the fermion 
(boson) case. From (2.3) one concludes 

c*cf) 4 = c(f)* ($9 Q+ED~. (2.5) 

Using this and (2.4) it follows that the c(*)(f) are bounded in the fermion case. It is 
not difficult to deduce from (2.3) that the c(*)(f) are unbounded in the boson case, but 
in view of (2.5) they are closable. In both cases we denote the closures by the same 
symbols. Note that (2.5) and the CCR imply that D(c(f)) = D(c*(f)). 
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On D, we obviously have 

(2.6) 

where P,,, is the projection of the number operator N E U(l) on [0, M]. Hence, these 
relations also hold on B(cOp)), and 

c’*‘(f)+ = s * lil& c’*‘(f) P&, v+ E ~W)) = D(c*cfN (2.7) 

Therefore (2.3) holds for any vector in D(c(f)). We further note that for any 4 E D 
(cV)*> and # e Df one has (PdYl* $, 1cI> = (#,df) P&l = (c*W PM-,+, $1, so 
that P&f)* 9 = c*(f) PM-l$. Thus 

c*(f) = c(j)*. (2.8~ 

We now introduce the Segal field operators 

R(f) = 2-‘9cdf) + c*(f)]. (2.9) 

Obviously, Rcf) is self-adjoint in the fermion case. In the boson case one concludes 
from Nelson’s analytic vector theorem that lidf) is essentially self-adjoint on D, (see 
Reed and Simon [5], p. 210). We denote the closure by the same symbol. Setting 

Lf = (4 I s - kyrn [c(f) Pw+~ + c*(f) PM-J+ exists) (2.10) 

we claim that 
L, = D(W)), (2.11) 

R(f)+ = s * $2 2-1’2k(f) PM+1 + c*(f) PM-11& V# E D(W)). (2.12) 

Indeed, in view of (2.6) we have on D, and hence on D(R(f)) 

P,Nf) = 2-““[c(f) PM+I + c*(f) PM-II. (2.13) 

It follows from this that L, 3 D(RCf)) and that (2.12) holds. On the other hand, if 
4 E L, , then for any $5 E Df one has 

c+*, y9 = l&2--““Mf> ph4+1 + c*(f) PM-IIA #I 

= lip 2-1’2(+, kcf) + c*cf)l PM+) = (4, Whb 

and so 4 E D(R(f)). Therefore (2.11) holds as well. From (2.12) and (2.7) it follows 
that 

so that we have 
WWN n D(W)) = Wf)), (2.14) 

c(f) = 2-‘/“[R(f) + iR(if)]. (2.15) 
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The Segal field operators satisfy the commutation relations 

Wl R(dl+ = Rek) (2.16) 

Mf>, R( &I- = i Wf, d (bosons). 

Relation (2.17) holds on D, . It implies (see [5], l.c.) 

(2.17) 

expWW1 exp[W dl = exdi IN g, f)l exp[N 811 expWW1. (2.18) 

The R(f) (fermions) resp. exp[iR(f)] (bosons) are irreducible: if a bounded operator 
A commutes with all of them, it must be a multiple of the identity. Indeed, if (fermions) 
AR(f) = R(f) A, V’E s+ , then from (2.15) M*)(f) = c’*)(f) A, V’ E .@+ , and so 
c(j) AQ = AC(~) Q = 0, Vf E .%+ , where L? is the vacuum. Thus, in view of (2.3) one 
must have AL! = &, (Y E C. But then A nycl c*(jJ i2 = nycl c*(&) AQ = OL 
nr=, c*(&) Q, so that A = ct. If (bosons) A exp[iRCf)] = exp[iRCf)] A, V’E .%+ , 
then because of Stone’s theorem AD@(f)) C D@(f)) and AR(f) = R(f) A, V’ E S+ . 
Thus, by (2.14), AD(c(f)) C D(c(f)) and AC(*)(~) = c(*)(f) A, Vf e X+ . Hence, by 
the same argument as for fermions, A = LX. 

Besides D, we need three other dense subspaces of e : the intersection of the 
domains of all creation and annihilation operators, or equivalently (cf. (2.14)) of all 
Segal field operators, 

~3 = n NC(~)) = n D(W)); (2.19) 
ro.w, h.w+ 

the subspace of P-vectors for N, 

D, = fi D(N’“); 
k=l 

(2.20) 

and the subspace of vectors that are finite linear combinations of vectors of the form 
I-IL c*(jJ Q, denoted by D. By using (2.6)-(2.7) and the easily verified relations 

40 c*(f) PM G Ilf II2 w + 1) ph.9 9 (2.2 1) 

4.0 NkP, = (N + 1)” 4-f) PM, (2.22) 

one infers that D” C b and that D” is left invariant by the c(*)(f). From (2.6) it then 
follows that 

As a result, the CCR hold on D, . 
In the literature Bogoliubov transformations are introduced in two different ways, 

roughly speaking. The first version goes back to Bogoliubov [6]. In this form the 
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transformation has been applied by many authors to solid-state physics, statistical 
mechanics, and relativistic quantum field theory, in particular the external field 
problem. Purely mathematical studies using this formalism can be found in the books 
by Friedrichs [7] and Berezin [3], and in [8]. One introduces new annihilation and 
creation operators 

where Tl and T, are complex-linear operators on Z+ , such 
the CAR (CCR), i.e., such that 

(2.24) 

that the ?(*) again satisfy 

(2.25) 

In (2.24) the bar denotes complex conjugation, and for any operator A on #+ , A is 
defined by 

Af = A2 (2.26) 

The second approach, introduced by Segal (cf. [9] and references therein), has also 
been used by many authors. Here, as a rule, the transformations are considered in a 
wider algebraic context. Since we only deal with the Fock representation of the relevant 
.algebras, we refrain from describing this algebraic framework (cf. e.g., [lo] and 
references given there). In the more special Fock space context one considers trans- 
formations of the Segal field operators 

&f) = NTf), (2.27) 

where T is a real-linear operator on ti+ such that (2.16) resp. (2.17) (or equivalently 
(2.18)) also hold for the 8. Thus, in the fermion case T is required to be an orthogonal 
operator, i.e., an operator preserving the real inner product Re(f, g), while in the 
boson case T must be a symplectic operator, i.e., an operator preserving the symplectic 
form Im(f, g). 

Setting 

Tf = $(T - iTi)f + &(T + iTi)f 

= Tlf f Tzf, (2.28) 

one easily verifies that Tl and T, are complex-linear, and that the transformation of 
the I+*), induced by setting 

R(f) = 2-1/2[c^(f) + c”*(f)] (2.29) 

.amounts to (2.24), and vice versa. Moreover, a straightforward calculation shows that 
T is orthogonal/symplectic (in the sense defined above) if and only if the operators Tl 
and T, , defined by (2.28), satisfy (2.25). 
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In the first formulation the transformation is by definition unitarily implementable 
if a unitary operator 4Y exists, satisfying 

c”‘*‘(f) = @*c’*‘(f) &, VfEX+. (2.30) 

In the boson case we require that this hold at least on D, , so that % maps Df into IT. 
In the second formulation one requires instead that (fermions) 

l?(f) = @*R(f) e-2, VfES+, 

which is clearly equivalent to (2.30) resp. (bosons) 

(2.31) 

exp[ir?(f)] = %* exp[iR(f)] a’, VfEZ+. (2.32) 

If (2.30) holds on D, , then (2.31) holds on D, as well, and so (2.32) holds by virtue of 
the functional calculus. Conversely, if (2.32) holds then by Stone’s theorem & maps 
D, into D and (2.31) holds on Df . Therefore (2.30) holds on Df . 

We conclude that the two approaches are fully equivalent (that is, for our purposes). 
We note further that if @ exists it is uniquely determined up to a phase factor because 
of the irreducibility of the R(f) resp. exp[iR(f)]. 

In the above we have implicitly assumed that the operators Tl , T, , and T are 
everywhere defined and closed, and as such bounded. Starting with apriori unbounded 
closed operators, defined on a dense subspace, one readily concludes from (2.25) that 
Tl and T, must be bounded in the fermion case. However, in the boson case one can 
easily construct an example of two unbounded operators satisfying (2.25) on a dense 
subspace. In a similar fashion as in [ 11, it can be seen that under some natural assump- 
tions concerning domains such transformations cannot be unitarily implementable. 
Since we are only interested in implementable transformations, we assume from now 
on that we are dealing with bounded operators. 

In the literature it is usually part of the definition that the transformation is inver- 
tible, i.e., that one can write the c(*) in terms of the $*), or equivalently that T is 
invertible. We shall presently show that this is necessarily true if the transformation is 
unitarily implementable. 

3. FORMULATION IN TERMS OF UNITARY AND PSEUDO-UNITARY OPERATORS 

In this section we present a third formulation of Bogoliubov transformations. 
Instead of the real-linear Segal field operators (2.9) we propose to consider other field 
operators that are complex-linear. It is in terms of the latter field operators that 
Bogoliubov transformations naturally arise in theories of neutral, relativistic particles 
in external fields [2]. More importantly, this approach immediately leads to a descrip- 
tion in terms of the familiar class of complex-linear unitary resp. pseudo-unitary 
operators, as opposed to the less intuitive class of real-linear orthogonal resp. symplec- 
tic operators. It will be seen that this leads to a quite simple proof of Theorem 3.1 
(which has a rather more difficult proof in the latter version) and to simple expressions 

595/116/1-8 
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for the implementing operators. It will also enable us to easily compare our results 
with the results obtained for the special type of Bogoliubov transformation that 
occurs in theories of relativistic, charged particles [l]. 

To this end we introduce a Hilbert space &‘, which is the direct sum of two sub- 
spaces &?+ and .s?? , with corresponding projections P, and P- . S+ is the space that 
we have employed thus far, and SK is a copy of it, i.e., it also satisfies (2.1). Thus, a 
vector v E & is given by two (M-component) square-integrable functions v+(p) and 
v-(p). We define a conjugation C on X by 

(WE (PI = L(P), e=+,- 

and a unitary, self-adjoint operator q by 

q = P, - P- . 
It is convenient to set 

A,,< = P,AP,r 

if A is a bounded operator on X. Note that 

A,,* = A*, CC’ 

We now introduce field operators on lj by 

t)(v) = c(P+v) + c*(cP-v), VVE.%. 

Note that the r.h.s. is well defined since CP-v E X+ . Clearly, one has on D 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

$w * = ?Nw (3.6) 

The field operators satisfy the further algebraic relations 

[N4 N4*1+ = (4 a (fermions), (3.7) 

[$w 4ce*1- = (UP 44, (bosons), (3.8) 

where (3.8) holds on D, . We shall denote the closures of the 4 by the same symbol. 
Note that t&v) equals c(P+v) resp. c*(CP-v) if P-v resp. P+v is zero. Moreover, 
setting 

80=(VE3EP/Cv=U), (3.9) 
one concludes that 

a)!(v) = 21/2R(P+v), VVEJg. (3.10) 
Conversely, 

W) = 2-9Kf+ Cf), VfE&T+. (3.11) 

Thus, the 1+5(v) resp. exp[i$(v)], where v E SC , are irreducible and we have 

fi = n W(d). (3.12) 
=Jfn 
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As the analog of (2.18) one obtains 

(3.13) 

Note further that in the relation 

#tv> = Mu + Cu) + $i#(i[v - Cul), VVESP, (3.14) 

both arguments on the r.h.s. belong to Zc . 
Let us consider transformations of the field operators, 

$(v> = #(v*o), vu E 2, (3.15) 

generated by bounded complex-linear operators V on X. For which operators do 
the J(z)) again satisfy (3.6) and (3.7) resp. (3.8)? We immediately obtain as necessary 
and sufficient conditions for this that 

ciJ= UC 
and that 

vu* = 1, (fermions), 

vqv* = q, (bosons). 

We now ask: for which V is there a unitary operator 4 such that 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

J(v) = +Y*$yv> 42, vv E 2. (3.18) 

In the boson case we require that this relation hold on D, . If such an operator exists, 
we will say that the transformation is unitarily implementable. It is obvious that this 
can only be the case if (3.16) and (3.17) hold. (In the boson case we can equivalently 
require 

exp[i&v)] = %* exp[i$(v)] %, VVESc. (3.19) 

Indeed, if (3.18) holds, then V* maps tic into sc since (3.16) must hold. By using the 
functional calculus, (3.19) follows. Conversely, if (3.19) holds, then V* maps ZO into 
Xc , and so it commutes with C. Therefore (3.14) also holds for $, so that (3.18) 
follows from Stone’s theorem.) We claim that a further necessary condition for (3.18) 
to hold is that V satisfy 

u*v = 1, (fermions), 

v*qv = q, (bosons). 
(3.20) 

Indeed, if A and B are bounded operators satisfying AB = 1 and Ran B is dense it 
easily follows that BA = 1. Thus, since (3.17) must hold, it suffices to prove that 
M = Ran I/* is dense in X. Since (3.16) must hold as well, we have CP+M = P-M. 
Hence, M is dense in %’ if and only if P+M is dense in .%+ . Let f E &?+ be orthogonal 
to M, then we are through if we prove thatfmust be zero. Since also Cf is orthogonal 
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to M one has for any v E Xc (fermions) $J(u) %c*(f) ccf) %* = %#(LI*u) #(Cf) 4 
cf) a!* = @c*(f) c(f) ‘42*$(u) resp. (bosons) exp[i#(u)] 4 exp[i$(f+ C’)] a!* = 
42 exp[$(U*u)] exp[i#Cf + Cf)] @* = Q exp[i$Cf + Cf)] %* exp[i#(v)], where (3.6) 
and (3.7) resp. (3.13) have been used. Using irreducibility it follows that c*cf) c(f) 
rev. expW(f + WI are constants, so thatfmust be zero. 

As noted above, (3.19) a priori only implies that % maps D, into ii if it exists. 
However, we have just shown that it implies (3.20). As a result U* maps 2c onto #c . 
Therefore +Y actually maps D onto D if it exists. 

The three conditions we have obtained are not yet sufficient for % to exist. However, 
before proving a further necessary condition we shall show that the present approach 
is equivalent to the first approach mentioned in Section 2 (and so to the second one as 
well). Let us first assume that (2.24) and (2.25) hold. We can then define an operator 
U on Z by setting 

U,, = T,*, U+= T;, (3.21) 

u-- = u,+, u-, = u+ . (3.22) 

Here we have identified .X?- with %+ in the obvious way (we shall often do this in the 
sequel). It is an immediate consequence of (3.22) that (3.16) holds, and (2.25) implies 
that (3.17) holds. 

On the other hand, if U satisfies (3.16) and (3.17), and we define Tl and T, by (3.21), 
then (2.25) follows. Hence, there is a one-one correspondence between Bogoliubov 
transformations and field operator transformations generated by U satisfying (3.16) 
and (3.17). Moreover, under this correspondence (3.18) holds if and only if (2.30) 
holds. Indeed, if (3.21)-(3.22) hold it is straightforward to verify that 

l&u) = c^(P+v) + c^*(cP-u), vu E z, (3.23) 

from which our assertion evidently follows. Summarizing we conclude that the two 
approaches are fully equivalent. 

So far, we have shown that if (3.18) is to hold we must have 

and 
cu= UC (3.24) 

uu* = u*u = 1, (fermions), 

uqu* = u*qu = q, (bosons), 
(3.25) 

i.e., U has to be a unitary resp. pseudo-unitary (w.r.t. q) operator on 2, commuting 
with C. We can also write (3.25) as 

u*JJ+, f u*+u-, = UJP,, f u++iJ*+ = l,, ) 

P-u-- f. u*-,u+- = u--u*-- i u-,u*,- = l-- ) (3.26) 
U* ++u,+ i u*++u-- = uJJ*+ f U,JY~~ = 0, 

P-u+ & u*+u+, = u-AJ*~, f u-,u*,, = 0. 
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From now on we assume that (3.24) and (3.25) (or equivalently (3.26)) are satisfied. 
It is convenient to consider also the transformation generated by the inverse of U: 

$‘(d = #(W, (fermions), 

#‘(4 = vww, (bosons). 
(3.27) 

The corresponding transformed annihilation and creation operators are then given by 

w> = GJ++f) zt c*(cU-+f), 
c’*(f) = c*(U++f) i c(CU-+f>. 

(3.28) 

If C?/ is a unitary operator, mapping D onto D, which satisfies (3.18) on Lj, then it is 
clear that +P also satisfies 

and 
f(v) = am s?*, vu E 2% (3.29) 

c’(f) = @c(f) +2*, v-e% (3.30) 

on d, and vice versa. Now (3.30) implies c’(f) TG2 = @c(f) Sz = 0, Vf s 2f?+ . Thus, 
it is necessary for (3.30) that a nonzero vector L?’ E D exist, satisfying c’(J) .Q’ = 0, 
V’ E Z+ . We shall now prove that such a vector can only exist if lJ+- is Hilbert- 
Schmidt (H.S.). It follows from Theorem 5.2 and 6.2 that this is also sufficient for 9 
to exist. This H.S. condition is well known. It dates back to semirigorous work of 
Friedrichs in the early fifties [7]. The first rigorous proof of an equivalent condition 
in the boson case is due to Shale [l I], in the fermion case to Shale and Stinespring [12]. 
Both proofs were based on earlier results of Segal. Thereafter several authors proved 
similar conditions in different contexts. Unfortunately, the existing necessity proofs 
are, in our opinion, either rather complicated or partly formal. The following proof 
is both simple and rigorous. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let iJ be a bounded operator on .#, satisfying (3.24) and (3.25). 
Assume a nonzero vector Q’ E fi exists, satisfying 

c’(f) Q’ = 0, VfEK 
where 

c’(f) = aJ+,f) f c*(cU-+f). 

Then U+ is Hilbert-Schmidt. 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

ProoJ: A. Bos0ns.l We define projections F(n E 2) by (cf. (2.2)) 

(P”c#)>“’ = s&p. (3.33) 

1 After completion of the preprint of this paper B. Simon informed the author that the proof given 
below for the boson case already appeared in his unpublished 1972 lecture notes on Bogoliubov 
transformations. He learned the proof from A. S. Wightman. 
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Since P” = P, - P,-, , it follows from (2.6) that 

c(U++f) Pn+%Y = Pn+lc(U++f) L?’ = P”+‘c*(CU-+f) 9’ 

= c*(CK+f) P”Q’. 
(3.34) 

It is an easy consequence of the first line of (3.26) that Ran U++ equals ti+ . Therefore, 
if Pnd2’ = 0 with n, # -2, then according to (3.34) P”o+~.Q’ = 0. Hence, 

P”Q’ = 0, n odd. (3.35) 

But then, since 52’ is nonzero: 

PY2’ = a # 0. (3.36) 

Setting #(p, q) = ~l(P~i2’)~ (p, q) and using (3.34) and (2.3) we infer 

tcu-+fM = w2 j &w++fXP) NP9 4). (3.37) 

Since # is square-integrable, El-, is H.S. in view of (3.37). 

B. Fermions. If Ran U++ would be dense in .X?+ , the proof would be the same 
as for bosons. However, it is easy to see that this is not true in general. This circum- 
stance makes the proof somewhat more difficult, but the basic idea is the same. It is 
convenient to use the following notation: if A is a bounded operator on &’ we denote 
by Ker A, the kernel of A,, viewed as an operator on SC . Note that then 

-- 
KerAGE@RanAz =q. (3.38) 

-- 
Let Ukl and UXL+l be orthonormal (o.n.) bases for Ker UT+ resp. Ran U++ . 

Then (J;:}TZ1 is an o.n. base for &?+ and so the vectors 

where 

pi =O,l, $ijPi-Q (3.40) 

are an o.n. base for F&%+). Hence, 

Q = 1 %ll*C* . . . . A,.,, . . . . * (3.41) 
05 

Now if f l Ker U& , then g = U*f = U*+f belongs to X , and according to (3.26), 
U---g= UdJ*+f = -U-J&f = 0. Thus, f = Ug = l&g. Hence, using (3.24), 

c’(Cg) = c(U++Cg) + c*(cu-+Cg) = c(CU--g) + c*(u+-g) = c*(f). (3.42) 
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From (3.31) it now follows that 

c*(fi) IR’ = 0, i = I,..., L. 

This clearly implies that L < 03, and that 

As a result, 

and 

P”Q’ = 0, Vn < L 

P% = p Ifi c*(@. 
i=l 

The analog of (3.34) is 

c(U++f) Pn+w = -c*(CU~+f)P*Q, 

Reasoning as in A, and using (3.44) we infer that 

pLfnQ’ = 0 , n odd 

and that /3 # 0 in (3.46). Now according to (3.44) we have 

PLf2Q’ = ; f  yMC*(fJ c*(jJ PLSZ’, 
k,Z=L+l 

where 

YkZ = -YZk, ,.,EL+, 1 YkZ I” < C0* 

By using (3.47) and the CAR it follows that 

gz ykZ(U++f,fk) c*(fi) PLQ’ = -c*(cu,f) PLG'. (3.51) 
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(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

If f E Ran U$+ , then CU-,f = CU+U$+ g = -CU--U*-, g = - U+.JJ*+-Cg, 

so CU-,f c Ran U,, . In view of (3.46) and (3.51) we thus have 

2 YkZ(U++f,fk) C*(fi)Q = -C*(CU-+f )G, v f  E Ran U++. (3.52) 

By continuity, 

cu-+f = - 1 ykZfi(u++f,fk), Vf E Ran Uz, . 
k.Z 

(3.53) 
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However, by using (3.24) and (3.26) one easily verifies that 

Ker U,, = CU* Ker UT, (3.54) 

and therefore Ker U++ has dimension L < co. Combining this with (3.53) and (3.50) 
we conclude that U-+ is H.S. 1 

From now on we assume in addition to (3.24) and (3.25) that U-+ is H.S. Because of 
(3.24) U-+ is then also H.S. 

4. THE OPERATORS A AND exp(&l+-c*c*) 

In the boson case U,, and U-- have bounded inverses (as operators on X+ resp. 
X). This easily follows from (3.26) by using their polar decomposition. In the fermion 
case this is also true, provided 

Ker U++ = 0 (4.1) 

(cf. the remark above (3.38)). This readily follows from (3.24), (3.26), and our assump- 
tion that U-+ is H.S. In this section and the next we assume that (4.1) holds. 
In Section 6 we study the case Ker U,, # 0. 

It turns out that the implementing operator can be easily expressed in terms of a 
bounded operator A, defined by 

A-- = &-(l-- - u--l), A+- = u+u-~-‘, 
(4.2) 

A-, = f U---VJ-, ) A++ = u,, - l,, - u+- u---‘u-, . 

We will call A the associate of U. In view of (3.26) we can equivalently define A by 

A-- = f(L - U_*- + U*-+U:+-‘U*+-), A+- = =F UT,-‘u*+- , (4 3) 

* A-, = -U*-,U~+-l, A++ = -1++ + U+*+-? 

Finally, we can also define the associate of U as the (uniquely determined) operator 
satisfying 

(fermions) u-l-A-(U-l)PmA=U-l-A-AP-(U-1)=0, (4.4) 

(bosons) u-l-qA+(U-l)P-A= U-l-qA-qAP_(U-1)=0. (4.5) 

Because of (3.24), (4.2), and (4.3) we have 

A++ = FA--~, 

A+- = -fA+-‘, 

A-+ = T-A-,“. 

(4.6) 
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In (4.6) all operators are regarded as operators on X+ (cf. the remark below (3.22)). 
We will often do this in the sequel without further comment. The transpose of a 
bounded operator A on Z+ is defined by 

A’ = A*. (4.7) 

We have occasion to use the relations 

I++ + A++ = u+, - A,-u-, > 
A-, 7 CL, + A-U-, = 0 (4.8) 

which are immediate consequences of (4.2). It is also clear from (4.2) that A+- and 
A-, are H.S., and an easy argument, using (3.26), shows that 

IIA+-II = e < 1, (bosons). 

We now claim that there exist o.n. sets { gn} resp.{ g, , h,) in YE?+ such that 

(bosons) A+- = 5 hzgn@gn, i > e = A, 2 A, 3 ..- > 
la=1 

(fermions) A+- = : Ugn 0 hn - hn 0 gn>, A1 > A, > *.* 
n=1 

where M < cc and 

jlAn 
2 < 00. 

In (4.10) the symbol fi @ fi (fi , fi E X+) denotes the operator 

(fi Ofdf- (A ,f)flP VfC2?+. 

(4.9) 

0, 

(4.10) 

> 0, 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

This assertion is a consequence of the following lemma. In the boson case this lemma 
is due to Kristensen, Mejlbo, and Thue Paulsen [8]. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let K be a compact operator on yi”+ , satisfying 

K=K= (4.13) 
resp. 

K = -K=. (4.14) 

Then there exist o.n. sets (g,] resp. {g, , h,) and M numbers X, > h, > *a. > 0 
(M < co) such that 

(4.15) 
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resp. 

(4.16) 

Proof. Since Kis compact there are L numbers 01~ > CY~ > *** > 0 (L < co) and L 
partial isometries U, with mutually orthogonal finite-dimensional initial and final 
subspaces Xi,l resp. #f,l (with corresponding projections PI resp. Q,) such that 

K = f aclU1. (4.17) 
1=1 

In both cases the self-adjoint operators K*K and (KK*)r are equal, and thus we must 
have 

PI = Qt=, I = l,..., L. (4.18) 

It easily follows from this that the U, satisfy (4.13) resp. (4.14). Therefore it suffices to 
prove the corresponding statements for a partial isometry U with initial subspace X;. 
(dim Xi = n < co) and final subspace &. 

First, assume that U = UT. Let 4 be a nonzero vector in Xf, then at least one of 
the vectors x+ = 4 + 174, x- = i($ - U$) is nonzero. Since Uf, = x. , E = +, -, 
there exists a normalized vector g such that Ug = g. Setting U’ = U - g 0 g, it easily 
follows that U’ is a partial isometry satisfying U’ = VT, but whose initial subspace 
has dimension n - 1. The statement now follows by induction. 

We now assume U = -UT. Let h be a normalized vector in #f and set g = Uh. 
Then one has Ug = -h and (g, h) = (U/i, h) = - (fi, ah) = -(g, h), and so g and 
h are o.n. Hence n > 2, and setting U’ = U - (g @ h - h @ g) we conclude that 
U’ is a partial isometry satisfying U’ = - VT, but with initial subspace of dimension 
n - 2. Again, induction completes the proof. E 

This lemma has the following easy corollary, which is of independent interest. 

COROLLARY 4.2. Let H be an arbitrary Hilbert space. Let + belong to H 0” H 
resp. H 0” H. Then there exist o.n. sets {g,} resp. {g, , E,) and M numbers A, > 
& 3 ... > 0 with M < 00 and CFzI An2 < co, such that 

4 = && ogn (4.19) 

resp. 
M 

4 = C kztgnOh,--h,OgJ. 
7Z=l 

(4.20) 

Since A+- is H.S. the operator 

A+-c*c* = j- dp & A+-(P, 4) C*(P) c*(q) (4.21) 
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(where L’.!+&, q) is the kernel of A+-) and its powers map D, into & . The next lemma 
shows that the expression exp(&l+c*c*) naturally defines an operator mapping D 
into D, . 

LEMMA 4.3. Let 4 E D, and let 

(4.22) 

Then s * lim,,, C,“=, +,, exists and belongs to D, . 

Prooj: A. Bosom. We first prove the lemma for $ = Q. Clearly, the existence of 
the limit will then follow if we prove that the sequence 

a, = (~Yz!)-~ II(A+-c*c*)~ Sz II2 

is summable. To show this, we set 

(4.23) 

where 

a *,N = (2%!)-2 II(ANc*c*)~ Q 112, (4.24) 

AN= i xigiogi. (4.25) 
i=l 

It is easy to see that 

and that 

lim ansN = a, N+m 

an.N = (2”fl!)-2 I$ h,c*(gi)2]R L2 //I 

= 2-2” j/ .,.$ 
N 

=. fj (k9-‘h~*(gi)“l” Q 111 

kl+...+kN=n 

= 2-2n i ir” (ki!) -2(2ki)! A;“‘. 
kl....,bN=O i=l 

kl+...+kpn 

We now introduce a function 

FN(ol) = fi (I - aAi2)-1/2. 

i=l 

Because of (4.10), FN is analytic in the disc 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

Q = {a E C [ 1 a 1 < F}. (4.29) 
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By comparing the relation 

F$‘(O) = n! i fi (ki!)-‘2-y2ki - l)!! A;“d (4.30) 
kl,...,kN=O i=l 

kl+...+kN=n 

with (4.27) it follows that 

FN(a) = ‘f a%,,#. 
n=o 

(4.31) 

By using the estimates (3.23)-(3.26) in [I] (with obvious changes) one now infers that 

;z Fd4 = Ft4, va! E a (4.32) 

where F is analytic in Q and where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of 
Q. In view of (4.26) and (4.31) this implies that 

F(u) = f a,# 
n=0 

(4.33) 

and thus, since P > 1, 

If a, -c co. (4.34) 
n=O 

Obviously, 

and therefore (cf. [13]) 

(bosons) 

Now the functions 

F(1) = fi (I - hi2)-1/2 (4.35) 
i=l 

)I exp(+A+-c*c*)s2 /I2 = det(1 - A+~*A+~)-1~2. (4.36) 

G,(a) = f (2~7)” anan, kEN+ (4.37) 
-FL=0 

are analytic in Q since the power series on the r.h.s. have the same convergence 
radius as the r.h.s. of (4.33). Hence, 

go (2~r)~ a, < co, Vk E N+ (4.38) 

from which we conclude 

exp(*A+-c*c*) JJ E D, . (4.39) 

Thus, the lemma holds true if 4 = 1;2. 
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We now observe that 

N k k E. (2nfi!)-++-c*c*)n n c*(ji)a = n c*(h) P2N exp(&A+_c*c*)!ii). (4.40) i=l i=l 
From (4.39) and (2.23) it follows that the limit N -+ cc of the r.h.s. of (4.40) exists and 
belongs to D, . Hence the same is true for the I.h.s. As a result the lemma hoIds true 
for any $ E D. 

B. Fermions. Proceeding as in A we define as the analog of (4.25) 

AN = f &(g, 0 hi - hi @ gi). (4.41) 
i=l 

As the analog of (4.27) we then obtain 

a n,N = (n!)-2 if 2 l&c*(&) c’(hi)ln R/i2 
i-l 

Setting 

= kl,..$ (4.42) 
N co fi Xki* 

k,+...+kN=n 

F?,‘(a) = fi (1 + ah,“), (4.43) 
i=l 

it easily follows that (4.31) holds and by using the mentioned estimates from [I] we 
conclude that 

$z FN(a) = F(cu), va E c, (4.44) 

where F is entire, and where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of C. 
Thus, (4.34) holds and we have in place of (4.36) 

(fermions) /I exp(&l+-c*c*)Q /I2 = det(1 + ~I+-*n+_)l/~. (4.45) 

The lemma now follows as in A. Of course, in this case existence of the limit of the 
r.h.s. of (4.40) immediately follows from the boundedness of the c* . 1 

COROLLARY 4.4. For any 4 E D andf E X+ 

exp(&I,-c*c*) c*(f) q5 = c*(f) exp(&l+-c*c*) 4, 

exp(U+-c*c*) c(f) d = k(f) fc*V+-f)l exp(B&c*c*) +. 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 
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ProoJ It is sufficient to show this for a vector of the form $ ‘= JJFcl c*(h) J2. By 
using the CAR (CCR) one then easily sees that 

P 2N+n+l ew(***) c*(f) 4 = c*(f) PzN+% exp(*..) 6 

P 2N+n-1ex~(4 c(f) 4 = [c(f) P2N+n h c*(11+-~>P2,+,-,lex~...) 4. 

(4.46) and (4.47) follow from this by taking lim N + co. 1 

5. THE EXISTENCE OF @ AND ITS NORMAL FORM 

We begin this section with a proof that the c’(f) have a vacuum (cf. also [7,3, 8, 
14, 151). 

LEMMA 5.1. For any f E Z+ one has 

c’(f) exp(&l+-c*c*) Sz = 0. (5-l) 

ProofI We note first that the 1.h.s. is well defined in view of (4.39). Because of 
(4.47) and (4.2) we have 

W++f)ewW+- c*c*)Q = ~c*(fl+-U++f) exp ... ~0 

= ic*(A+-U--Cf) exp -0. Q 

= Tc*(U++Cf) exp ... 52 

= +z*(CU-+f) exp(&l+-c*c*)L?. (5.2) 

Therefore (5.1) holds. 1 

We shall now show that the lemma implies that the transformation is unitarily 
implementable. We define 

@Q = det(1 i ~+-*fl+J~1/4 exp(&l+-c*c*)IR, (5.3) 

4? fi c’*‘(fip = fi c’(*)(fi> 4Q (5.4) 
i=l i=l 

and extend @ by linearity to D. The r.h.s. of (5.4) is well defined since O?/fi E D, . 
Moreover, % is well defined on D: if CL, LYE n$r c(*)(fi,) D = 0, then also cfl 
0~~ n& c’(*)(f;:,) KQ = 0 by virtue of the fact that the c’(*) satisfy the CAR (CCR) 
on D, and the lemma. Similarly, using also (4.36) resp. (4.45), it follows that % is a 
densely defined isometric operator, and so Q extends to an isometric operator on E . 

We claim 40 = E , i.e., that @ is unitary. Indeed, on D we have for any c E X 

qqu) = ~[c(P+v) + c*(cP-u)] = [c’(P+v) + c’*(cP-u)]% 

= *WV)@, (fermions). (5.5) 
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Therefore all #( Vv> map @D into itself. Since the z/(u) are irreducible and U maps 8’ 
onto %’ it follows that @D = Fa. This argument is not valid for bosons since 
there exist nondense subspaces of F*, mapped into themselves by all 4(v). However, 
we have on D for any v E ri”, 

@ -f (n!)-1 i”+(v)” = 2 (n!)-‘i”#(quqt~)” +Y 
72-O ?L=O 

(bosons). (5.6) 

Since vectors from D are “entire” analytic vectors for #(t)) [5, l.c.1 the (strong) limit 
N-+ cc of the 1.h.s. exists and equals @ exp[i#(v)]. Consequently, the limit of the 
r.h.s. exists, and so it must equal exp[i$(qUqv)] @‘, as can be seen by using a spectral 
representation for #(qUqv). Thus we have on D for any 13 E Xc 

4Y exp[i$(v)] = exp[i#(qUqzT)] *. (5.7) 

Therefore all exp[i#(qUqv)] map @YD into 40. Using irreducibility we conclude that 
%D = 9g , as asserted. 

As noted in Section 3, (5.7) implies that 9’/ maps D onto D. We now collect these 
results: 

THEOREM 5.2. If U satisfies the assumptions mentioned above, the Bogoliuboc 
transformation generated by U is unitarily implementable. The implementing operator 
maps D into D, and D onto 6. 

We proceed to consider the normal form of %. Let P, Q, and R be bounded operators. 
on X+ , then the Wick monomial 

pjQkRlc*j+lcck+21+j = 

-m 
dk, dk; P(k, , k;) I”r 4, 4-C Q(P~ , ~3 

p=l o=l 

x l’i dq, 4: RtsT 9 4:) c*(k,) 
r=l 

(5.8) 
... c*(kj) C*(pl) **. C*(p,) C(p;) ..* 

x C(P3 c(q1) .-* c(ql) 4qt) **. 4q;) 4k;) ‘. ’ c(k;) 

(where, e.g., P(k, k’) is the tempered distribution corresponding to P by the nuclear 
theorem) has a well-defined meaning as an operator mapping D into D (cf. [I]).. 
Denoting it by Oj,k,l one easily verifies that on D 

oj.k,lc*(f) = c*W Oj,lc.l -i-h*(W) Oi-l,k,l 

+ kc*(Qf) Oj,k-l,z + lOi,k,t-~~([R T W.f), 

4f> 0i.k.l = Oj,,,df) + .@-l,k,dP*f) + kOj,,-,,tc(Q*f). 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 
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We now introduce an operator 

p(U) E det(1 f rl+-*~+-)~1~4 5 9~~ 
L=O 

with definition domain 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

Here, 4YL is the following operator on D: 

f-&L = 2-L [i! j! k! I!]-1 A:n~+(wtT)” f14+C*2i+~+kck+2z+i. (5.13) 

By the above and the fact that (1+- is H.S. @!r. is a well-defined operator, mapping D 
into D, . Clearly, we can write 

f(u) = det(1 f A+-*A+JF1/4:exp(?&l+.c*c* + cl++c*c + A--cc* + A-+cc]):. 
(5.14) 

We are now in the position to state and prove our main result. 

THEOREM 5.3. The domain off’(U) equals D. The operator % is equal to p(U) on 
D: 

421~4 = det(1 f /I+-*rl+-)F114:exp(&l+- c*c* + Lt++c*c + /l--cc* + A-+cc])$, 

V$ ED. (5.15) 

Proof. Let I#I = nreI c*(h) 0, then a term in 9/L acting on I$ only gives a nonzero 
result if k + 2Z+ j < n. Thus we have for any N 

(5.16) 

where the notation will be clear. Since +j,k,z E D and M + co if N - 00, Lemma 4.3 
shows that 4 E D@(U)) and that f(U) $ E D, . As a result D(f(U)) = D, f(U) 
D C D, , and on D 

f’(U) = det .-. exp($l+-c*c*) : exp(&!l,.+c*c + (I--cc* + fl+cc]):. (5.17) 

To prove (5.15) we observe that f(U) Q = @Q because of (5.3). Therefore it 
suffices to show that on D 

fw) c*(f) = c’*(f) f(U), VfES+. (5.18) 
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(The r.h.s. makes sense since we already know f(U) maps D into D, .) But on D we 
have 

m-9 c*(f) = rc*w + c*t4n++.f> 7 c*e47-f)1 fw> + m 4wL+ F A -+7f) 
(by (5.17), (5.9), and (4.46)) 

= [c*(U++f) - c*(A+-U-+f)] p(U) + p(U) c(A-+f) (by (4.6) and (4.8)) 

= [c*w++f) XII cw-+f)l I’cu> + fi(m a-+A 
+ det .** exp(+A+-c*c*)[+z(U-+f)]:exp em*: (by (5.17) and (4.47)) 

= c’*(f) mJ> + f(U) cw, F K+ + me- F (If+> K+lf> 
(by (3.28) and (5.10)) 

= c’*(f) f(U) (by (4.6) and (4.8)). (5.19) 

The theorem is proven. a 

It is a well-known property of the creation and annihilation operators that 

r(A) c’*‘(f) r(A)* = c(*yAf), QfE4 (5.20) 

if A is a unitary operator on &. (For a definition of the r-operation and a proof of 
(5.20) see, e.g., (5, l.c.).) Setting 

t7-A = U,, = A, u+ = u-, = 0, (5.21) 

the operator & implementing the transformation generated by U also satisfies 

@c(*)(f) 6* = c(*)(Af), Qfe&$. (5.22) 

Since OC!Y is uniquely determined up to a phase factor, and @Q = r(A) a = 1;2, we 
have % = r(A). Thus the theorem gives an explicit expression for r(A) acting on D: 

COROLLARY 5.4. Let A be a unitary operator on y;” . Then one has 

F(A) $ =: exp([A - 11 c*c) : 4, Q+ED. (5.23) 

ProoJ: This follows from the above and (4.3). 1 

Of course, this corollary can also be easily proven directly. 

6. THE GENERAL FERMION CASE 

In this section we obtain the analogs of the results in Section 5 in the case that (4.1) 
does not hold true. It follows from the unitarity relations (3.26) and the fact that 
U-+ is H.S. that Ul , considered as an operator from (Ker U-J1 to (Ker U?)l, has 

595/116/1-9 
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a bounded inverse, mapping (Ker U?)‘- onto (Ker U-JL. (Here, as in the sequel, the 
orthocomplement is w.r.t. HE .) We extend this inverse to &? by setting it equal to zero 
on Ker U_* and denote the resulting operator on X by U-?. In a similar way we 

* define the bounded operator U,, -l. If we now again define the associate of U by (4.2) 
it is not hard to verify that all relations and results in Section 4 again hold true except 
(4.4). Indeed, (4.4) implies that U-- , considered as an operator from X to ti , has 
an inverse, viz., l-- - fl-- . 

Let (fi>fzl be an o.n. base for Ker U$+ . Note that L < co since U+ is H.S. and that 

(6.1) 

is an o.n. base for Ker U.,., . We are now prepared for the following lemma, which 
shows that the c’cf) have a vacuum (cf. also [16, 171). 

LEMMA 6.1. For any f E .%?+ one has 

c’(f) fi c*cfJ exp(Ql+-c*c*)Q = 0. 
i-l 

(6.2) 

ProoJ: Assume first f e Ker U,, . Then c’cf) = c*(CU-+f) = c*(g) with g E 
Ker Uz+ . Thus for suchf(6.2) holds. (Recall that for any f E X'+ 

c*w c*(f) = 0, (fermions) (6.3) 

by virtue of the CAR.) If f E (Ker U++)l then c(U++f) anticommutes with c*(h). 
Using (5.2) we obtain (6.2). # 

We define 

%!Q = det(1 + I~+-*LI+-)-~~~ fi c*(h) exp&l+,c*c*)Q, 
t-1 

(6.4) 

4 fi f+*ye&2 (6.5) 
i=l 

and extend 9 by linearity to D. (Here, as in the sequel, the products are in the natural 
order of the indices.) Since II+- Cfi = 0, i = l,..., L, it follows from (4.47) that c(&) 
commutes with exp(...). Therefore jj 9X2 /j = 1. In the same fashion as in Section 5 we 
now obtain: 

THEOREM 6.2. If U satisfies the assumptions mentioned above, the Bogoliubov 
transformation generated by U is unitarily implementable. The implementing operator 
maps D into D, . 

We again define f(U) by (5.1 lH5.13). By inspection of the proof of Theorem 5.3 
we conclude that also in this case f(U) maps D into D, and satisfies on D 

f(U) c*(f) = c’*(f) f(U), YfEJEb,. (6.6) 
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Moreover one concludes from the second line of (5.19) by using (4.3) that 

l+(U) c*(f) = 0, V’E Ker U++ (6.7) 

and so by (6.6) that 

c(j) P(U) = 0, Vf E Ker UT+ . (6.8) 

We also have occasion to use the operator I=‘(-U). Clearly it satisfies (6.7) and (6.8), 
and 

P(- U) c*(f) = -c’*(f) 1”(- U), VfEa?+. (6.9 

Let now P be the set of all partitions of the index set {l,..., L} into two subsets, i.e., an 
element p E P is given by two disjoint subsets {pl ,..., pr} and {,I~+~ ,..., pL} (the indices 
are by convention in the natural order). We define a function on P by 

sgn P = %&z+, s***, PL 2 p1 ,*a*, Pd3 (6.10) 

i.e., sgn p is the sign of the permutation of the indices {l,..., Lj occurring on the r.h.s. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 

THEOREM 6.3, The operator 4 satisfies 

V#ED. (6.11) 
DEP i=l i-z+1 

Proof Since (6.11) holds if $ = Q (cf. (6.4)) it is sufficient to prove 

WC*(f) = c’*(f) w, VfE& (6.12) 

where a’ denotes the operator on the r.h.s. of (6.11). First assume f c (Ker U++)l. 
Then c*(f) anticommutes with ccfi’. Using now (6.6) (L even) or (6.9) (L. odd) and the 
fact that c’*cf) anticommutes with c*(h) we obtain (6.12). We are therefore done if 
we can show 

WC*&) = c(jJ w, i=l ,...) L. (6.13) 

Now from the CAR and (6.7) and (6.8) it is clear that, neglecting signs, the same 
operators occur on the r.h.s. and 1.h.s. of (6.13). However, it is not difficult to verify 
that our definition of sgn p is just such as to guarantee that they have the same signs. 
The theorem is proven. 1 

7. COMPARISON WITH [l]. CONNECTION BETWEEN CAR- AND CCR-TRANSFORMATIONS 

As noted before, our approach and notation are inspired by the Bogoliubov 
transformations that arise in theories of relativistic particles in external fields. The 
general case treated in this paper corresponds to the case of neutral particles. For the 
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quantization of the classical (i.e., single-particle) theory, which is formulated in the 
Hilbert space %, one then only uses the “positive-energy subspace” X; , i.e., one only 
considers Z$(.%+). In contrast, for the case of charged particles one uses FE(X), which 
is canonically isomorphic to e(X+) @ g(X). The first factor, 9$X+), is then 
associated with the particles, while the second factor is associated with the anti- 
particles (cf. also [18]). The Bogoliubov transformations occurring in the latter case 
have been considered in detail in [I]. In this section we want to derive the main 
results of [I], viz., Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, from the general case considered here. 
Moreover, we want to point out a connection between the fermion and boson trans- 
formations considered in [I] and to establish its analog in the general case. 

The structure of this special case is such that the analogs of the general results 
obtained in this paper could be derived in a quite similar fashion. However, in [l] we 
did not introduce a copy of the Hilbert space on which Fock space is built. In fact, for 
such transformations this procedure is an auxiliary device that is not only unnecessary, 
but even quite unnatural. This circumstance and the situation sketched above forces 
us to cause the reader some inconvenience. We ask that he mentally replace in 
Sections 2-6 every index + and - by 1 resp. 2, and the symbol A, where A = .%‘, 
C, q, U, or A by a. (Thus, e.g., (3.2) now reads 4 = P1 - Pz , the first relation of 
(4.2) L&~ = -J-(1,, - o,;‘), and we now have 2 = &I @ J& .) However, the old 
notation will be used for new spaces and operators to be introduced below. 

We can now define the Bogoliubov transformations studied in [l] as the trans- 
formations generated by those (pseudo-) unitary operators 0 on 2, commuting with 
e, that have an additional property: #I can be decomposed as the direct sum of two 
subspaces Z+ and Z (with corresponding projections P, and PJ such that ol,, maps 
Zc into sc and oZ, (considered in the natural way as an operator on .@ maps XG into 
K, . We assume from now on that 8 is such an operator. For notational convenience 
and because this corresponds to applications we further assume just as in [l] that 

X E til = L2(Rm, dp)2M, ti+ , SK = L2(R*, dp)“. 

We can then define an operator U on .X by setting 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

It is straightforward to verify that U is a unitary operator resp. pseudo-unitary 
operator w.r.t. q = P, - P- . Conversely, if an operator U on .%? has this property, 
and we define oll and oZl by (7.2), and set 

022 5 011 3 23,, = K) (7.3) 

then U is a unitary operator resp. pseudo-unitary operator w.r.t. 4 = PI - P, on 9?, 
commuting with e. If we now introduce particle and antiparticle creation and annihila- 
tion operators by setting 

c(*)(v) = a’*‘(P+zJ) + b’*‘(P-v), tlVEiX?, (7.4) 
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then we can write the transformation generated by the inverse of 0, viz., 

(cf. (3.28)) as 

c’(u) = c<Q,,u> + c*(U& VVESf (7.5) 

ef> = 4U++f) f b*(U-+f), V-E% 
(7.6) 

m9 = W-47) f a*(u+-d, vgesf-. 

This is just Eq. (2.25) in [l]. 
From now on we assume that the transformation is unitarily implementable, i.e., 

that UZ, is H.S. Note that this is equivalent to U+- and U-+ being H.S. In addition, we 
assume first (in the fermion case) that Ker U1r = 0 or, equivalently, that Ker U++ = 
Ker U-- = 0. Then we can define a bounded operator A on % by one of the equiv- 
alent relations (4.2)-(4.5). Note that A satisfies (4.6) if and only if U satisfies (3.24) 
but that (3.24) does not need to hold true. It is straightforward to verify that the 
associates of U and U are related by 

Moreover one has 

Indeed, by (7.7), 

R,,*A,, = 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

The assertion therefore follows from the fact that AA* has the same eigenvalues 
(including multiplicity) as A*A if A is compact. From (7.7) and (7.8) it easily follows 
that (the substitute of) Eq. (5.15) can be written as 

9’/d = det(1 IfI A+-*A+P)~‘/2:exp(A+_a*b* + A++u*u + cl--bb* + L+ba):$, 

'd4 E D. (7.10) 

This equation (and, of course, its interpretation) is the content of Theorem 4.1 in [l]. 
The notation p(U), used there, denotes the same operator that is denoted by f(U) 
here. 
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Let us now consider the general fermion case, i.e., Ker 4, # 0 or, equivalently, 
Ker U++ # 0 or Ker U-- # 0 or both. One can then still define the associate of U by 
(4.2) or (4.3) if one interprets U---l resp. U+*+--’ as described in Section 6, and again 
one verifies that (7.7) and (7.8) hold true. By making a suitable choice for the o.n. 
base of Ker Z?,*1 occurring in (6.1) one can now easily derive Theorem 5.1 in [1] 
from Theorem 6.3. 

Our last topic is the mentioned connection between fermion and boson trans- 
formations. This connection rests on the observation that there is a one-one relation 
between pseudo-unitary operators and unitary operators such that U-- has a bounded 
inverse. More generally, this relation can be defined for all bounded operators U on 
z%? such that CL- has a bounded inverse. Indeed, the transformation 4 : U -+ Z 
defined by 

z-- = u--’ ) z+ = u+x? , 
z-, = - u2u-, ) z,, = u,, - u+lL-‘u-, 

(7.11) 

is a bijection of the set of such operators with inverse #. It is straightforward to verify 
that U is unitary/pseudo-unitary if and only if 2 is pseudo-unitary/unitary. Let us 
assume that, e.g., U is unitary and Z pseudo-unitary. By comparing (7.11) and (4.2) we 
see that 

z= 1+ qfl. (7.12) 

Similarly, we have 
u= 1 ffl’, (7.13) 

where (1’ is the associate of Z. (Note also that (7.11) is equivalent to 

UP, - P,Z f UP-Z = ZP, - PJJ f ZP-u = P- (7.14) 

and compare this and (7.12) and (7.13) with (4.4) and (4.9.) 
We now make the further assumption that the CAR-transformation generated by 

CJ is unitarily implementable in sa(s). Because of (7.11) this is the case if and only if 
the CCR-transformation generated by Z is unitarily implementable in ss(X). By 
virtue of (7.10) we then have in 9QX) on D 

% = det(1 + ~+-*~+J-1~2:exp(/l+-a*b* + (I++a*a + n--66* + Il-+ba):, 
(7.15) 

while we have in gs(%) on D 

9’ = det(1 - 1+-*n;.J”2:exp(J+-a*b* + (l;+u*u + Il’_-bb* + rl’-+ba):. 
(7.16) 

We claim that 

(a @Q) = Gwm (7.17) 
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where on the 1.h.s. (r.h.s.) 1;2 is the Pa(X) - (F$(&‘) -) vacuum. Clearly, (7.17) 
holds if and only if 

det(1 + ~+-*LI+J det(1 - (1;-*11;-) = 1. (7.18) 

By (7.12) and (7.13) and (pseudo-) unitarity this is equivalent to 

det(Z?Z-J det( U?U--) = 1. (7.19) 

Now U_“_U-- has the same eigenvalues as U--U?-, and therefore (7.19) follows 
from the relation Z~~Z--U--U_*_ = l-- and a well-known property of infinite 
determinants [13]. Setting 

d = (.t2,4W) = (Sz, 5%) 

we can write (7.15) and (7.16), using (7.12) and (7.13), 

(7.20) 

% = d exp(Z+-a*b* + (Z++ - 1) a*a - (Z-m - 1) bb* - Z-+ba):, (7.21) 

%” = d: exp(U+-a*b* + (U++ - 1) a*a + (U-d - 1) bb* + U-+bu):, (7.22) 

where (7.21) holds on D in ga(&‘), and (7.22) holds on D in ss(%‘). 
Summarizing, we have established that there is a one-one relation between unitary 

operators U such that U-- has a bounded inverse and pseudo-unitary operators Z. 
This relation is such that the CAR-transformation generated by U is unitarily im- 
plementable in F=(X) if and only if the CCR-transformation generated by Z is 
unitarily implementable in fls(&‘). The implementing operators 4 and EF can be 
expressed in Z resp. U through (7.21) resp. (7.22), and have the same vacuum expecta- 
tion value. 

In the general case considered in Sections 4 and 5 one can also define Z by (7.11) and 
then (7.12)-(7.14) again hold true. (Here and from now on the old notation is used 
again.) Therefore it is natural to ask whether the analogous correspondence persists 
in the general case. However, from the fact that U commutes with C it follows, using 
(7.1 l), that 

czc = z-1. (7.23) 

Hence, if we require that Z also generate a Bogoliubov transformation, i.e., that it 
also commute with C, we must have Z = Z-l and so by symmetry U = U-l. As a 
result the unitary operator of the pair U, Z, e.g., U, fulfills 

U=Q-R, (7.24) 

where Q and R are mutually orthogonal projections that commute with C and satisfy 

Q+R=l. (7.25) 

Thus the analogous correspondence only exists for a very limited class of operators in 
the general case. (Note that this class does not contain the special operators 6 con- 
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sidered above.) If U, 2 is a pair in this class (with, e.g., U unitary) for which the 
transformations are unitarily implementable one obtains as the analogs of (7.21) and 
(7.22) 

92 = d: exp(&[Z+-c*c* + (Z++ - 1) c*c - (Z- - 1) cc* - Z-+cc]):, (7.26) 

%” = d: exp($[U+-c*c* + (U++ - 1) c*c + (U-- - 1) cc* + u-+cc]):, (7.27) 

where (7.26) holds on D in S&%+) and (7.27) holds on D in P’(X), and where 

d = det(1 + 2+-*Z+.&1/4 = det(1 - U+-*U+-)1/4. (7.28) 

We finally mention that a pair U, Z as considered above occurs in the treatment of 
the external field problem (cf. [19, especially Theorem 2.10; 20, especially 
Remark 4.21). 
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